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We report preliminary results of dark mater searches within the worldwide network made of our laboratories.
We demonstrate that data routinely collected by our currently operating optical atomic clocks without any further
developments of the experimental set-ups may be used to run a global program aimed on searches of dark matter.
Optical atomic clocks are the most precise scientific instruments available to humanity. Their accuracy and
stability reach eighteen significant digits. Therefore, optical atomic clocks are one of those experiments that push
the boundaries of knowledge and metrology. The cost of their construction and maintenance, however, is many
times lower and the needed research team is smaller in comparison to other great experiments that enlarge our
knowledge on structure and history of our Universe, and as a consequence, bring new emerging technologies into
our lives. The unique properties of these sensors are direct consequences of a typical optical atomic clock set-up.
A standard optical atomic clock consists of two state-of-the-art components: an ultra-stable high-Q optical cavity
which transfers stability of the length into stability of the frequency, and an atomic sample which transfers accuracy
of the energy of the ultra-precise atomic clock transition into accuracy of the frequency. These two components
have different susceptibilities to the external perturbations such as electric and magnetic fields, and to the possible
changes of fundamental physical constants.
In this paper, we use this property to derive new constraints for oscillating massive scalar fields [1] and topological defects in the scalar fields [2] couplings to standard matter exceeding previously reported limits [3] by several
orders of magnitude. These constraints were obtained by tracking the imprint of these effects in the frequency
difference between cavities and atoms of several clocks distributed worldwide and running simultaneously. In this
network of clocks, the technical noises (thermal noise, drift of cavities) is uncorrelated, while the effects we probe
would yield correlations in remote measurements. As a consequence the optical clocks within our network do not
have to be linked via phase-noise-compensated optical fibre links but only via a standard internet connection.
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